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Eoreli, panlents practices in the United States do not differ basically,

excert in technical details, from those in other countries which ere active

in international trade and finance. IT contrast to most other countrios,
1/

however, they are not affected. by domestic government restrictions since

rpsidents of the United States are entirely free to make or accept foreign

peyslents and to contract debts or acoumulate assets in foreign countries.

At present there is one direct restriction on foreign payments--i.e., that

affecting Chinese and North Korean interests--andc also various restrictions

on merchandise exports and Ilports. All of these restrictions, however, are

,enerally motivated by strategic or protective considerations and (with the

exception of those affectin& Chino and North Korea) involve no direct

restrictions on the makin; or receiving of foreijn payments. As a result of

its favorable trading position and large 0old reserves, the United States had

not been faced with the roblems which, in many other countries, have been

regarded as a justification for exchange control, and nost foreign ]ayilents

in the United States are therefore effected alonV, tralitlonal lines in

whatever manner experience has proven to be most eractical for the type of

merchandise or financial transaction involved. A nunber of nontraditional

practices, however, have developed in recent years as the result of trale and

*iMr. Von Klemperer wrote this paper while actinr as consultant to the Inter-
national Monetary Fiunl on leave from his position as Foreiga Exchange Trader
andl Analyst at the Federal Reserve Banr of New York. He is at present con-
nected with J. P. iorgan & Co., inc., New York City. The views expressed
are his own snl do not reflect those of his past or present employers.

1/ With the exception of the exportinr4 and imnorting of gold which is
regulated by the Government.



payments restrictions established by foreiln governments. While these non-

tralitional practices apply to only a small part of foreign payments, they

have scquired some importance and will be discussed in a separate section of

this paper.

Traditional Payments Practices

Payment s methos

Most foreign peayments in the United States are made thromjh regular

bankring channels by means of traditional layment methods. "Clean" payments

(i.e., those not conditioned upon the delivery of commercial documents or

other requirements) to foreign countries are usually effected in one of the

following ways:

(a) Cable transfers (where a U.S. bark requests its foreiCn cor-

responrent by cable to make a payment either out of the former's

foreign currency balance or agaInst reimbursement in dollars by

credit of the latter's dollar account);

(b) Airmail or reiular rail transfers (sane transaction as in (a),

except that instructions are forwarded by mail);

(c) Drafts (where the U.S. bank draws a bank draft on its foreijn

bartcing correspongent to the order of a foreign beneflciery.

Reimbursement is the same as in (a) and (b)).

Owing to the universal acceptability of the dollar (ani for other

reasons discussed later), most of such U.S. payments are made at the present

tine on a dollar basis, i.e., the U.S. barnk credits the dollar account of

its foreign correspondent requesting it to effect the payment in domestic

currency.

The amount and type of exchange sold by the U.S. banks to their customers

are limited nly, if at all, by regulations abroad or by the banks' own
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limitations. No control is maintainel by the U.S. Government (apart from that

on payments by means of sold.), eand the form of pasmtent chosen is entirely at

the discretion of the customlier and his bank.

Purposes of forein Qpenents

In making or receiving foreicn synents, the U.S. banks deal generally

with three types of customers which are, in the order of their Irmortance,

(a) exporters and ilporters in connection with foreign shiprients, (b) indi-

viduals or corporations desrrins to amke or receive nontrade finnnclJl pcyrents

and (c) speculators.

Export and irport transactions account for the bulk of foreign payiaents. The

methods of finnnclng foreign trade in the United States ere basically the same

as those employed in other countries which are active in international trade.

In contrast to many foreian countries, howerer, the methods employed (includine

in particular, the question of whether payment is to be in U.S. dollars or

foreign currency) are not prescribed by the Governlient, but are based on the

requirements in each case (miaret conditions, credit worthiness, etc.) and

are entirely a matter of agreement between the customer and his banik.

Special requirements exist only for foreicn shiments financed under foreign

aid programs, such as those of the h:port-Liport Bank, the International Bank,

arnd ECA. The purpose of these siecial requirements, however, is largely to

guarantee uniformity of procedure rather thean to essmue exchange "control"

over the actions of a U.S. shipper.

Specifically, the rprincipal metholo of financing U.S. foreign trade are

(a) export and import commercial letters of credit, (b) documentary drafts,

(c) advance cash payments, (d) onen account basis, and (e) consi2nment basle.
2/ A detailed discussion of these methods would. o far beyond the scope of

this paper, but reference may be mode to the following publications which
contain up-to-date descriptions: Guaranty Trust Company of New York,
A Review of Export and Imnort Procedure (revised, July 1950); William S.
Shaterian, Export-Imoort Bankint, (Nev York, 1947): Morris S. Rosenthal,
Techniques of International Trade (New York, 1950).
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The use of export letters o& credit has increaseQ considerably since the

war because it protects the shipper not only front the credit risk of shipping

to a war-devestated country, but also from the possibility of changes in ex-

chance control regulations abroad. Once the U.S. shipper has obtained an

irrevocable letter of credit in his favor confirned by a prime U.S. bank, he

need no lomzer worry as to whether the foreign authorities will allocate

exchange when the merchandise reaches the foreign country three or four months

after the date of his contract.

Owing to (a) the lTrge world-widle demand for U.S. goods, (b) the insis-

tence of many U.S. exporters and im!orters on dealing on a dollar basis be-

cause of their lack of foreign exchange experience and confidence in exchange

stability abroad, akd (c) the regulations of some countries which require U.S.

dollar payments for their trade with the United States, a large percentage of

U.S. foreign trade is billed in U.S. dollars. The very considerable bearings

of this fact on the exchange market and on pa;ment practices are described

below.

Foreip;n 12 snts for account of nindividuals are usually emall individuallj

but, in the aggregate, they represent a fairly importent function of the banks

located in the larger cities with a heavy foreign born population. The out-

flow of such payments from the United States is considerably larger than the

inflow, and generally is accounted for by personal or charitable payments to

friends or relatives abroadi or by incidental smell pasyments for services. The

individuals initiating these payments are normally very little corncerned about

the technicalities; they merely fill out their instruction forms and leave it

to the judgment of the banks to effect the payments through their correspond-

ents or branches abroad. Wile the foreign payments of individuals have
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traditionally been made largely through banking channels (except a fairly

small volmse which is routed throuph travel agencies having direct relations

with sinilar agencies or banks ebroed), the official rates of exchange in

many countries (which many consider unrealistic but which banking channels

nevertheless must respect) have driven some of these payiments into the hands

of less ethical exchange dealers. Nore detailed information on this subject

is given below in connection with the discussion of nontraditional practices.

Payments received by U.S. residents from abroad, if denominated in a

foreic; currency, and if freely convertible into dollars, are usually sold

by them to their banks or, in rare cases, are left deposited in a foreign

bank. Because of restrictions on foreign currencies abroad, the recipients

usually convert the proceeds into dollars at the earliest opportunity. For

the same reason, U.S. banks, when prurchesinc the currency from a customer,

usually do not pay the dollar equivalent to him until they have ascertained

that the exchange purchased is freely convertible into U.S. dollars, or can

otherwise be freely used.

Financial paments of corporstions are Generally lade through reguler

banking channels or through mere bookkeeping entries between head offices

and foreign subsidiaries or agents; they usually represent the transfer

of profits or oaoltal at the official rates of exchange. Owing to the

uncertainties of foreign financial and political conditions, payments thus

received from abroad are usually converted into dollars rather than kept as

a foreign currency deposit in a foreign bank. However, the repatriation of

foreign capital and profits is often not only a foreign exchange problem,;

tax considerations also influence the decisions of investors. This is

particularly true of investments in countries with a stable currency because
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the advantage for ta. purposes of transferrIn6 or not transferring a profit from

a foreiz country to the United States at a given :lom-ent might well outweigh

any adverse developments which could be expected to affect the foreign cur-

rency involved.

Conversions of blocked balances by corporations or indivildils throu4:

nontraditional ziethods h}ve been crowing in irportonce; they will be discussed

further below in oonnectlon with tile nontraditional eryments practices.

Travelers' letters of credit and travelers' checks of Anericans Coing

abroad are generally issue& in dollars because of the universal ecceptability

of that cuvxlency throughout the worldl. Mhen these checks or credits are

cashed abroad, the forein bank pays the local currency equivalent (at its

buyinc rate for drafts on New York) to the beneficiary and sends the travelers

check or the draft drawn under the credit to the issuingi bank in the United

States. Whaen these instruments are received in the United States, the dollar

amount is credited to the foreign bank's account in reimbursement.

Seculation in foreig exchange is much less widespread in the United

States than in the Far and Niear East and sole European countries. Althouch

the miCration to New York, during the last 15 years, of a number of experienced

European end Far Eastern exchanse specialists ard investors has tended to

increase speculative activity, this is not believed to be lorge in cosrison

with the other factors in the exchange markets. This is due partly to the

lack of foreign exchange experience of many Americans end to the fact that

restrictions abroad have tended to reduce the opportunities for speculation.

U.S. banks are generally aware of the fact that most foreign Covernrents

consider speculation in their currencies as undesirable, and they have, there-

fore, not encouraged . seculative activities by their customers. For
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competitive reasons, however, it aitlt be difficult for a bank to refuse such

business to well-established customers maintaining large accounts, and it is

often not easy for a banrk to distinguish between speculation eand bone fide

comercial transactions at the time it is approached by c customler.

A few of the more important s.eculative movements along tradlitionel

lines in recent years include: (a) the forward sales of sterling when devalu-

ation became a possibility in 1949; (b) the forward purchases of sterlin6 and

the purchases of sterling securities coincident with the rmors concerning an

upward revaluation in late 1950 and In the spring of 1951; (c) the various

waves of speculative forward purchases of Lustralalen pounds aand purchases of

Australian securities because of tlhe rMuored upwamrd revaluation of the pound

throughout 1950; and (d) the considerable flow of U.S. cepital (in the form

of securities and forward contracts) into Cancda throughout the smuLler and

early fall of 1950 when an upward revaluation was expected.

In each case the speculative de-mand for forward contracts and considerable

anticipatory buying by comnercial interests had a considerable influence on

U.S. banks' foreicr balances NoVt beinsi able to cover their inflated sales

of forward contracts through the purchase in the K1ev York market of sirlilJx

contracts (and, as will be explained later, in detail, not being permitted

to cover them in the official forward market of the foreign country involved),

U.S. banks were forced to buy spot exchange at the time the futures contracts

were sold. Their foreign balances, therefore, showed very sudden arnt large

increases over normal requirements. This was a profitable business for them

owing to the spread between the spot and forward rates and the interest

earned on the deposits abroad.

While U.S. banks may have had a moderating influence on exchange

speculation in recent years, there have been no governmental restrictions in
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the United States which might have prevented it. What little restraint

existed was due to action by foreign governments, or the fear that such action

might be taken. A particularly good example in this connection was furnished

in 1950 by the Australian authorities who discouraged speculation in their

currency by permitting reconversion into dollars of allegedly speculative

Australian pound balances only after a period of delay during which

speculators were questioned on the nature of the transactions involved. Some

of these spot pound balances had been accumulated as cover for futures

contracts sold by the banks.

The foreign exchange market

The principal foreign exchange :arket of the United States is in New

York City. Most inland banks conduct their exchange operations throufh their

New York correspondents, with the exception of a few banks in such cities as

Boston, Chicago, Philadelphia, and San Francisco, where same trading is done.

In New York, about a dozen domestic banks with active Foreign Departments and

some branches of foreigi banks comprise the merkeot, Banks do not deal

directly with each other but use the services of a nmiber of brokers. All

tradling is done by telephone since there is no market-place, no trading hours

or days are fixed, and daily high or low figures are not officially quotod.

Since most payments to and from the United States are made on a dollar

basis, only small supplies of exchange flow into thie market and the demand is

not particularly large. Trading in the market, therefore, is only a fraction

of what it used to be before the war. While the demand is not very large,

the supply of individual currencies is, in general, insufficient to mneet the

requirements and banks have to purchase their net requirements from their

foreign correspondents. The banks, therefore, hcve standing arrangements with

their foreign branches and correspordents to purchase exchange from them



whenever needed. With the exception of Cendia and Switzerland, the rates of

exchange charged by the forei3n bsanks for these transactions are those fixed

for the dollar by the foreign goverrnnents, plus a small margin of profit for

the foreign bank. Rei burselent is made in U.S. dollars credited. to the

iforeidn bank's account. For certain sterling area currencies (notably xstroli;

an& New Zealand pounds, Indian and Burtese rupees, and Iielayan dollars), it is

usually advantageous for the U.S. banks to ralke their purchases aLainst

Arerlcan Account Sterling. These transactions, incidentally, represent the

only important type of exchange arbitrage now con:uotei in the imarket since

the opportunities for arbitrage have been reduced very Wmuch by exchange

restrictions abroad.

The most important forelg1 currency in the market is the pound sterling,

largely because Far Eastern sterling area, Australian, and New Zeelanl coru-

i±odities are traditionally billed in that currency and because there is some

natural inflow of funds into the market in connection with the sterling income

of oil conmpanies and grain dealers. The buLk-buying of cormuodities by the

British Governmoent and the inconvertibility of sterling have almost obliterated

the system of sterling bills bhich, before the war, created a very large

supply of sterling in the U.S. exchange market. At that time, British pur-

chases of commodities in the United States (in particular, of cotton) were

conducted through private channels. Poyment was made traditionally inll

sterling by means of bills vhich were often oiscounted in London. Since the

war, owever, the United Kingloa has rmde bulk purchases of comlodities against

payment in dollars out of governmental accounts--a practice that has been

somewhat modified recently. Nevertheless, act'vity in sterling exchange,

although larger than that in any other currency, remains far below the prewar

voltmne.
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The Canadian dollar is the next most active currency in the market lnrfsely

because of the size of U.S. investients in Codala; however, sctivity is very

much limited by Canadian restrictions. The re ulatlons of the Canadian

Goverwment, which provide tin t exports to the United States may not be paid

for in Canadian dollars, and some technical .=rket factors restrict to the

Canadian markets the bulk of the U.S. doller-Canadian dollar transactions and

liit the scope of utilization of Canadian dollar balances held by U.S.

residents.

There to also relatively sizable activity in hIie SOiss franc. Other

currencies are traded only in relatively small amounts or not at all.

Although there are no officially fixel rates for any foreign currency

in the United States, rates quoted in the laew York foreign exchanfe market

are limited in thleir movements, in most cases, to a rance which roujly

reflects the official buying and sellin rates for the dollar esteblished by

forein :overnnents. For instdnce, sterling rates in the U.S. market are

practically pegged between t2.79-7/S and $2.80-1/S as the result of the

official British buying and selling rates for the dollar, If a U.S. hanth can

sell all its sterling in Londou at the fixed rate of $2.79-7//, it would,

of course, not need to sell it for less in the lew York market. Conversely,

it would not pay more than y2.20-i/8 for it.

Only three rates in the traditional few York foreign exchange marlrat can

be considered to reflect freely (within certain limits) supply oran demamd adl

the market's olinion as to the balance of payt.ents outlook. These are:

(a) Anerican Account sterling forwari contracts (other than those

which relate to a commercial shiprent and can, therefore, be

covered in the official London market), rates for which are en-

tirely subject to supply and demand and are in no way officially

supported either here or abroad;
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(b) The Carlan inollar, the rate for which tlYpears to reflect

fairly faithfully supply and demand over a peraid of tine;

(c) The Swiss franc, which is subject to free fluctuations within

the fairly broad support limits of the Swiss authorities.

Owing to the General lack of interest in foreign currencies, the evw Yrk

forward miarket is largely restricted to sterling. At times, however, abnormal

speculative demlandl will result in unusual activity in other futures.

Durirn 7erieds of normal activity, sterling forward contracts are acquired

by covtaiercial customers from their banks largely in connection with their

prunchases of corrlodities frori Australia, Kew Zealend, and Far Eastern sterling

area countries. The banks, which generally would not want to assuine an

exchange position for their mn accounts, will cover their sales to customers

by purchasing a corresponding maturity in the market. In the case of bona

fide commercial transactions, i.e., those where a firm contract for the ship-

ment of merchandise exists, banks are also able to cover their sales in the

official forward market for the dollar in the United Kindom, at the official

rates fixed by the British authorities. In the case of transactions which are

not of the bona fide colercial type, which includes hedging in connection with

conte:mlatei commercial transactions, the Lcnidon official market cannot be

used, and the U.S. banks are limited to the domestic market for their covering

operations. As indicated in an earlier section, they have to purchase spot

sterling to cover their sales of futures during times of unusually large

deojaiil because the supply of sterling futures is usually not very great. Most

of the supply is derived from hedging operations by corporations and 'indi-

viduals in anticipation of sterling income.

Aside from sterling, futures transactions in the New York market, during

tines of normal activity, are almost exclusively restricted to a smatl #oluie

of transactions in Swiss francs and Canadian dollars.
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A small but not uniUmpolrtant part of foreign exchange tradinL in New York

takes place in the market for foreisn bank notes, This market is coMposed

prirarily of a small number of bank-note lealers and, to a lesser degree, the

cammercial banks sore of which usually keep a small susply fo' the convcnience

for their customers. In transactions in Canedian bank notes, the 11ew York

agencies of Canadian banks play an active part. The New York narket is usually

a net buyer of ban:.- notes abroad and purchases its net requirer:ents larcely

in Zurich. In almost ell currencies, bani notes can be bought in Few York at

(sonetimnes considerable) discotnts, the size of which depends larcely on the

individual countries' restrictions on the importation of notes. The lev York

bank note mlarket is iaintaindol largely in order to satisfy tourist demnd4 and

in connection with payments to foreign countries. The letter activity is dis-

cussed below in detail in connection with the nontraditional payments practices.

Belations between U.S. banks and their forein correspondents

In order to be able to renier these foreign services to their customers,

U.S. banks rmaintain branches in sores of the principal foreign financial

centers, or establish close correspondent relationships with the principal

bankcs abroad.

The balances maintained by U.S. banks abroad (ie., in foroign currencies)

have been kept to a minimum in recent years because of (a) possible forein

restrictions on the convertibility of such balances into dollars, (b) the fact

that such balances must be acquired at official rates of exchange which are

frequently considered to be unrealistic and therefore liable to devaluation,

(o) unsettled international political conditions, (d) the lack of demand for

foreign currencies in the United States, and (e) the Lmpossibility of pro-

testing the banks' foreign balances against devaluation. The last factor is
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especially impoant. Under norrtal conditions, the banks could protect them-

selves against devaluation by selling in the forward. market an a&lount equivalent

to their "spot" balance. Uncler present conditions this is not possible in most

cases, because, as indicited above, there are no ixportant forwVrd iarkots in

the United States (except for sterlinj), while the official 'forazrd mlarkets for

the doller in several foreign covntries ienerally do not cover the purely

Fmncncial risks of a U.S. bank which maintains an operatin balance. Is a

means of creating short-tem furnLs in the money market, the French Governient

recently perlitted U.S. an Swviss banks to cover their free franc balances and

short-teni investments by the pirchase of dollars in the foirward market, but

similar facilities are lackinS in other countries. For these reasons, the U.S.

banrs keep, their foreign balances to a minitin end convert foreign cunrencies

obtained by them (or tieir custoners) into dollars withlout delay. Sinilarly,

transactions which would result in the acoquisition of blocked balances are

carefully avoided.

The dollar accounts maintained by foreign banks in the United States thus

have become the principal channel through which settlement between the domestic

and foreign banks is mdae. Business lone (i.e., payments mRde, etc., by the

foreign bank for account of the U.S. bank is credited to that account, and

business done by the U.S. bank for its foreiLn correspondent is debited to it.

For instance, U.S. banks frequently find it necessary to cover their sales of

foreign exchange on a "dollar basis," i.e., not being able to buy the e::chaene

in the domestic iarket and not :xsvinL themselves sufficient balances abroad to

satisfy the customer, they credit dollars to their foroisn correspondents

with the request to pay out the equivalent in foreign exchange. Their customer

is not necessarily aware of this procedure; he merely pays an aLreed rate of

exchange for the currency.
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Conversely, the accounts maintained in the tnited States by foreign banks

have beoon smell owing to the shortage of dollar reserves abroad and the ten-

dency of exchang., control authorities to concentrate exchange reserves in the

accounts of the central bank. In many cases, the dollar accounts of foreign

banks (other than central banks) represent only minimum balances required for

operatinns.

Position of tib central bank

The foreign business of the Federal Reserve System is handled by the

Federal Resarve Bank of New York under the supervision of the Board of Gover-

nors of the System. Oving to the absence of exchange control and of official

rates of exchange, the Federal Reserve System in the United States, unlike

the central banks of most other countries, is not a source of foreign exchange

for its member ark s, nor does it purchase foreign exchange from them except

for its own purposes. In other wcrds, the central bank does not '"make a market'

it does not fix rates; and the tanks do not receive any exchange assistance

whatsoever froh it. It is merely another customer in the market, which pur-

chases r sells currencies for account of its customers (mainly the U.S.

Treasury aid foreign central barlke). In a few cases, the central bank assists

in stabilizing exchange rates by standing ready to buy or sell (or both)

foreign currencies at fixed rates. In each case, however, it does not act

for its own account or for the U.S. Treasury, but as the agent of a foreign

central bank which is endeavoring to assure that the Nov Yark rate for its

currency dices not move beyond certain limits between the closing hours of the

foreign and New York markets.
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Nontraditional Payments Practices

The remainder of this caper will show, in a general way, how the existence

of foreign exchange restrictions in other countries (or rather the desire to

circumvent such restrictions) has not only modified the traditional practices

in the United States described above, but has also been responsible for the

creation of a number of new, nontraditionul, payments practices. ?hese new

practices have been accompanied by the development of a market for foreign

currencies which is quite separate from that maintained by the coomercitl banks

in connection with the traditional practices.

Activity alorng theso nontraditional lines accounts for only a small part

of the total U.S. foreitn payments, but a description should be of interest

since the very existence of nontraditional practices is due to the fact that

the U.S. dollar is freely convertible end that Americans are free to engage in

any financial transactions they wish (including the violation of the regulation

of other countries, although, of course, contracts involving such violations

cannot be enforced in the courts of countries which are members of the Inter-

national Monetary Fund).

The development of nontraditional practices has leen primarily along the

following lines:

(a) The many types of exchange deals incidental to trensshirment of

merchandise;

(b) Regular black market financial transactions--often referred to as

.N "internal" pay.eents--through transfers outside the regular btaking

channels, including payments in banknotes;

(c) International security arbitrage;

(d) Trading In blocked bhnces.
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Transshipments of merchandise

Transshipment transactions usually involve the transshipment to the

United States of merchandise purchased with a soft currency. An example is

that of wool purchased in a sterling area country with sterling out of an

account of country "X," ostensibly for shipment to "X." The wool never reaches

"X" because it is transshipped either directly (or through a free porb in "X")

to he United States for sale against U.S. dollars. This type of tranasaction

has the following advantages for the purchasers and the middlemen:

The U.S. importer obtains merchandise more cheaply than his competitors,

since his reimbursement in U.S. dollars to the middleman In country "X" for

the sterling spent is at a rate which represent a discount from the official

U.S. dollar/sterling relation. The middleman in "X" succeeds in converting

a soft currency into a hard currency which, in turn, can be converted into

domestic currency throuigh the black market at an advantageous rate, or can be

used to purchase otherwise unavailable merchandise in the United Sbates. The

merchandise might be resold st a handsome profit in "X." The broker who has

brought together the U.S. importer and the middleman in "X" receives a liberal

commission which in the case of transferable and bilateral sterling amounted to

as much as 5 cents per pound sterlinm in the early days of trading. It should

be noted that the sterling involved in these transactions is not, and could

not, be credited to an account of the American Importer. He merely "purchases"

the right to utilize it for his purposes.

It would be futile to attempt, within the scope of this peter, a descrip-

tion of anything beyond the foregoing fairly simple, but typical, example of

a transshipment deal. Almost every transaction differs in detail, and at times

as many as four or five different countries are involved. While differing in
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detail, however, all of these transactions have two factors in common: their

motivation arises principally from foreign rezulabions restricting the cmnver-

tibility of certain currencies into herd currency, and their purpose to the

foreigners is to acquire hard currency for conversion into soft currencies at

favorable rates or for the purchase of hard currency merchandise.

Amfong the currencies which have been involved, the most prominent have

been "bilateral" and "transferable" account sterling; others include German

"offset" marks and German "offset" dollars, the various types of Belgian

francs, Canadian "special arrangement" dollars, and certain types of French

francs and Dutch guilders.

"Transferable" and "bilateral" sterling have also been used for payment

to mlerican exporters in cases where the export could otherwise not have been

effected owing to the lack of dollar exchange in the importing country. This

use of "cheap" sterling is believed to have been less important than that

connected with imports to the United States.

Black market financial transactions

Black market payments received by Americans through transfers outside the

regular bankring channels usually constitute the liquidation of capital abroad

or the conversion of foreign balances which could not otherwise be transferred.

In payments from the United States, they reflect the reluctance of Ptericans

to make foreign transfers at the official rates which regular banking channels

must respect. Technically, these black market transfers are generally effected

in the following manner: An American turns over dollars to an exchange dealer

in, say, New York, who in turn credits these dollars to his contact abroad.

The latter pays the domestic currency equivalent to the beneficiary either in

cash, by check, or through local banking channels. Because they are less
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exposed to jetection by the authorities, "cash" payments in the country of

destination usually coaaaand a premium over check or banking payments. The

important aspect of these transactions is that payments is made at a rate below

the official rate and attractive to the American. The foreign contact can pay

this rate (which is initially unfavorable to him) because he can dispose of

the dollars so obtained to persons willing to pay a premium for dollars which

they cannot legally acquire. Since the end of World War II, the black market

has been extensively used for payments to such countries as France, Italy,

Greece, Austria, and Germany.

A slight variation of the above type of black market payment has been the

growing practice in recent years for Americans to purchase foreign tbank notes

and mail them directly to friends abroad. Since these bank notes (which usuallZ

have been smuggled out of a foreign country) cannot be lepally re-imported to

that country, the American payor is able to obtain them at a discount. The

payor rarely worries about (and often is not aware of) the fact that his

shipment of bank notes is contrary to the regulations of the payee's country

and thus violates U.S. postal regulations ohich prohibit the mailing of tank

notes to a country which prohibits the importation of notes in this manner.

The demand for bank notes in coannection with payments of this type has become

an important factor in the New York btank note market described above. The

quotation of notes at a discount from par is a development resulting from

exchenGo restrictions abroad. Prior to exchange control, the bank note rates

(except for seasonal or exceptional conditions) would have varied from parity

by only the amount of shipping charges and dealers' profit margins.

International security arbitrags

Interrnational security arbitrage is not an invention of recent years, but

it has developed in new ways because of the various restrictions abroad
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concerning the exportation or importation of securities. U.S. holders of

British securities, for instance, cannot sell them in England and transfer the

proceeds at the official rate. They may, however) sell them to other Americans

against U.S. dollars. Because he is unable to convert such securities official-

ly, the American hbuyer will, of course, expect to obtain them in the United

States at a discount. There exists, in fact, a very active market in British

securities between Americans (and between Americans and residents of other hard

currency countries). The rate in these dealings, usually referred to as

switch" or "securities" sterling, is established as follows: a security which

could be sold in London against inconvertible sterling at, say, ElO0 is

bought by one American from another Pmerican for $230. The resulting rate for

"switch" sterling would be $2.30 per pound.

There are similar markets for the securities of other countries, many of

which have restrictions on the exportation or importation of securities. A

resident of country "X," for instance, might purchase securities of his country

in New York against dollars at the prevailing discount. He repatriates them

to his country and sells them there against domestic currency at full price,

thus netting a considerable profit. He might have utilized the dollars and/or

repatriated the securities with the permission of his government. On the
/the

other hand, he might have had to purchase dollars in the black market (which

would reduce his net profit), and/or the securities might have been repastriated

by smuggling.

Trading in blocked balances

Dealings in blocked balances were practiced even before the war, par-

ticularly in the various types of German mrrk. In th4 postwar years, this

kind of activity has not been very important, except in connection with
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transshipments which have been described above. In iMarch 1951, a market

developed in New York in the new German mark when German regulations peraitted

the transfer of such balances between foreigners; restrictions on the

utilization of balances so ourchased and other considerations have kept the

rates for these dealings considerably below par. In recent years there has

also been a market for certain French and Italian blocked balances acominuleted

largely fro:i the sale of capital assets. These dealings were effected at rates

which were usually close to per, because utilization of the balances was

earmitted on a broader basis then in the case of the mark.

The "nontraditional" exchanre market

A special exchange "market" has developed ' to accomodate the above

described nontraditional transactions. For security arbitrage the market is,

of course, largely made by U.S. stockbrokers and securities dealers. A numnber

of these houses are also engaged in exchanCe dealings for certain types of

transshipment arrangements, because they believe that, while these transactions

may be illegal under foreign laws, they are legal under U.S. laws, and that

they, the brokers, are merely acting as go-betweens who receive a commission

for bringing the two parties together without ever letting the ille&cl payments

co through their own accounts. The commercial banks have largely shied away

from any of these transactions (except those which are legal under both

foreign and domestic laws, such as blocked balances), because they are fearful

of having their names mentioned in connection with a transaction violating the

laws of any country. The black market payments, and some of the variations

of transshipments which involve the more flagrant violations of foreign

regulations, are handled by a number of smaller exchange houses and securities

dealers.


